


History of Ron Maja

Ron Maja was born from the courage and

leadership of a woman, Claudia Urrutia, who

decided to create a high quality rum to honor

her country, El Salvador.

Overcoming paradigms and many obstacles, she

found one of the best rum masters in the world,

"Don Pancho" Fernandez, who helped her create

the Premium rum she flavored in her mind and
heart.

Ron Maja is a 12 and 8 year Añejo Auténtico,

(Truly Aged) rum, developed in the old school

style, aged in American oak, bourbon barrels. It is

a rum to enjoy slowly, ideally straight, for

moments of relaxation or with a good
conversation among friends.

Since its launch in 2014, Ron Maja began to win

awards in Europe and the Caribbean, and it’s

quality reached markets in Europe, North and

Central America. But especially, Ron Maja

began to win the preference and hearts of rum

lovers, as a result of the spirit of excellence that
transcends borders.

For the founder, the history of Ron Maja continues

in the making, with new products coming in the

near future, as evidence that, with faith and

determination, it is possible to achieve the highest
quality and make dreams come true.

For her, it is a testimony dedicated especially to
women entrepreneurs.



GOLD 2017, Berlin, Germany

Bronze, 2015, Madrid Spain

Bronze, 2014, Berlin, Germany

Bronze, 2014, Port-au-Prince, Haiti

Color
Dark Bright Bronze
Flavor
Intense yet smooth on the 
palate, with a full body 
notably influenced by oak 
wood along with a light and 
perfect balance between 
muscatel and  sherry. 
Aroma
Seductive, infused by scents 
of smoky wood. Ideally to 
drink straight. 

Presentation
Clear, 700 ml glass bottle



SILVER, 2016, Berlin, Germany

Bronze, 2014, Madrid, Spain

Bronze, 2014, Port-au-Prince, Haiti

Color
Light and Bright Golden

Flavor
Smooth, with defining 
characteristics of that 
highlight it´s body, with a 
discreet walk through raisins, 
muscat and sherry.
Aroma
Slightly sweet, with 
unparalleled tropical feel. 
Ideal for drinking straight.

Presentation
Clear, 700 ml glass bottle





RON MAJA IN 2022

Ron Maja will be expanding it’s actual 
markets in Europe and Canada

Launching of Ron Maja in the USA in Q2 

Ron Maja will be adding new products

1. A Spiced Rum, to share the flavors of 
our tropical region

2. A younger, aged Rum, for cocktails 
and mixology

3. An older, truly aged Rum to add new 

alternatives for our sophisticated 
consumers







www.ronmajapremium.com
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